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Discussion
Turbulence and cavity recirculation in air-water skimming flows
on a stepped spillway
By C.A. GONZALEZ and H. CHANSON, Journal of Hydraulic Research, IAHR, 2008, 46(1), 65–72.
Discusser:
A.J. SCHLEISS, Laboratory of Hydraulic Constructions, Ecole polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, Station 18,
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland. E-mail: anton.schleiss@epfl.ch
The authors carried out an interesting systematic study with tri-
angular vanes or longitudinal rips installed on a conventional
stepped spillway to control cavity recirculation. From a scientific
point of view the obtained results on air-water flow properties,
energy dissipation and flow resistance give a better insight in the
complex highly turbulent skimming flows. Unfortunately, the
authors did not inform about the use of such triangular vanes on
prototype spillways. Their tests were performed with thin alu-
minum vanes. No indication was given on their thickness which
seems to be of the order of 1 to 2 mm, thus not influencing
the flow.
In practical applications such triangular vanes on horizontal
steps would have to be built in concrete of a minimum structural
thickness of about 30 cm. Depending on their configuration they
would strongly influence the flow and add significant 3D effects
as follows:
(a) For in-line configurations (Fig. 1(a), top), the vanes would
act as a smooth chute producing a narrow high velocity
“jet” transferring laterally shear momentum to the cavity
recirculation cells and probably reduce their lateral extension,
(b) For zigzag vane configurations (Fig. 1(a), center), the slip-
ping and accelerating flow on the vanes would produce a
jet impacting the downstream step and probably split or at
least strongly disturb the cavity recirculation cell on it. Fur-
thermore, the transverse internal jet occurring in skimming
flows (André et al. 2008a) and impacting near the outer step
edge will be reinforced, and
(c) For in-line and zigzag configurations on each two steps
(Fig. 1(a), bottom) the phenomenon described under (b)
would occur.
For practical applications it would be therefore useful, if the
authors performed additional tests with thicker triangular vanes of
10 to 20 mm model thickness, to assess their 3D effect. Regarding
the increase of the flow resistance on stepped spillways, the use
of alternated blocks fixed at the outer edge of the steps (André
et al. 2008b) are still the most efficient solution for practical
applications.
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Reply by the Authors
The authors acknowledge the discussion. In the present study,
1.6 mm thick aluminum triangular vanes were used, although
a number of 6 mm thick perspex vanes were also tested. The
experimental observations showed no effect of vane thickness
on the flow patterns and properties. They did not support the
Discussers’ argument.
The authors however disagree with the Discusser’s comment
on the rate of energy dissipation on stepped spillways and a
so-called “most efficient solution” for practical applications. In
terms of energy dissipation, the current expertise is restricted
to rectangular, prismatic stepped chutes with horizontal steps,
constant step height and constant bed slope, as shown in most
earlier studies including the Discusser’s work. A recent study in
a rectangular stepped channel with converging side walls showed
significant energy dissipation (Hunt et al. 2008). The effect of
step roughness was recently tested (Gonzalez et al. 2008), and
the results were counter-intuitive, showing that the presence of
step cavity roughness was associated with higher flow velocities,
comparatively lower turbulence levels and lesser rate of energy
dissipation. The impact of nonconstant step height was rarely
investigated under controlled flow conditions (Fig. 1). Stephen-
son (1988) conducted laboratory experiments in a 45◦ stepped
chute. The results hinted that the superposition of occasional large
steps increased by 10% the rate of energy dissipation. In Aus-
tralia, two stepped spillways at Malmsbury completed in 1870
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Figure 1 Superposition of occasional large steps of h = 0.01 m with
small steps of h = 0.05 m at the University of Queensland: Flow
conditions: θ = 21.8◦, qw = 0.143 m2/s, h = 0.05 and 0.10 m,
R = 5.7 × 105
Figure 2 Right stepped spillway of Malmsbury Dam (Bendigo VIC,
Australia built in 1870) on January 30, 2000. Note small steps in
foreground and large drop in background.
and at Upper Coliban completed in 1903 were designed and built
with a combination of large drops (h = 2 to 4 m) and smaller
steps of h = 0.305 m (Chanson 2001) (Fig. 2). Their successful
operation for more than 100 years demonstrates that the design is
sound. Importantly, nonconstant step heights and step slopes, and
channel curves, are expected to induce shock waves and standing
waves along the sidewalls that may affect the sidewall design and
chute operation. Toombes and Chanson (2008) documented such
flow instabilities.
Recently, detailed air-water flow results on 3.4◦, 16◦ and 22◦
angled stepped chutes showed systematically lower turbulence
levels and larger turbulent length and time scales in comparison
between 2:1 Froude similar experiments in laboratory flumes,
as well as a smaller number of entrained bubbles and compara-
tively larger bubble sizes (Chanson and Gonzalez 2005, Chanson
2008). These findings have direct implications on the design of
stepped spillway because reduced turbulence levels in laboratory
flumes must imply a reduced rate of turbulent dissipation, partic-
ularly on long channels. Simply small-size models are likely to
underestimate the rate of energy dissipation of prototype stepped
spillways for similar flow conditions. The current understanding
of energy dissipation on stepped spillway is clearly incomplete
and the concept of the most efficient design is therefore an utopia.
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